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The Lu-Mi-Num 'Handy Tool'
by Dave Johsnon

Most collectors of mining artifacts are familiar with the uniquely designed Lu-Mi-Num cap
and hand lamps produced by Fred R. Belt. A successful salesman for the Justrite manu-
facturing Company, Fred Belt left Justrite to start his own company in 1922, the Fred R.
Belt Company, of Chicago. His were the only cast aluminum cap and hand lamps made by
an American manufacturing firm.

Fred R. Belt applied for and received two patents for his unique cast aluminum design.
The first, a design patent (No. 63,868), showed the screw-thread connection on his early
lamps. It was awarded on February 5, 1924. The second, U.S. patent 1,612695, was
awarded December 28, 1926, and was for the lug locking mechanism that replaced the
earlier fine-cut threads which were prone to fouling.
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For collectors interested in collecting variations, the Lu-Mi-num cap lamp can be found in
three varieties, 1)the early threaded or screw base with a cast aluminum reflector and wire
cap hook, 2)a lug mounted base with the same reflector as the first model and a wire cap
hook and 3) a larger nickel-plated steel concentric ringed reflector and a spade hook. There
are also at least three known varieties of the Lu-Mi-num hand lamp.

The recent purchase of an early screw or threaded base model cap lamp brought the added
premium of two double-sided instruction sheets from the Fred R. Belt Company and a tool
that was sold with the lamps. The first sheet was the instructions for operating the lamp,
including a cut-away drawing of the lamp, which goes well with the salesman sample cut-
away version of the lamp in my collection. The second sheet was the instructions for the
"Handy Tool" which could be used as a 1)screw driver, 2)to put in and remove the rubber
gasket, 3)to clean the threads, 4)to unscrew and screw in the tip holder, and 5)to knock out
the lava tip and to put in a new lava tip.
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According to the sheet describing the use of the tool, every lamp came with one of these
tools or the tool could be purchased separately for 10 cents. If these tools came with every
Lu-Mi-Num lamp why haven't more of them been found by collectors over the years? The
only explanation I can give is that without the instruction sheet illustrating them a collector
would have no idea what they were, especially since they have no marking of any type to
identify them. How many of these have we all passed over at flea markets just lying in
boxes of junk?

Covering all known varitions of the Lu-mi-num cap lap are: above, screw-threaded lamp,
below left, lug-mounted lamp, and below right larger plated steel reflector and narrow

spade mount.

Cut-away lamp compared to that on instruction sheet.


